Abstract. Using ideas from Light Front Holography, we discuss the calculation of hadronic properties. In this talk I will pay special attention to hadronic masses and the nucleon helicity-independent generalized parton distributions of quarks in the zero skewness case.
INTRODUCTION
Light Front Holography (LFH) [1, 2] is a semiclassical approximation to QCD based on the AdS / CFT correspondence. It provides a precise mapping of the string modes Φ(z) in the AdS fifth dimension z to the hadron light-front wave functions (LFWFs) in physical space-time, and this approach has been successfully applied to the description of the mass spectrum of mesons and baryons (reproducing the Regge trajectories), the pion leptonic constant, the electromagnetic form factors of pion and nucleons, etc. [1, 2, 3, 4] .
The mapping that allows to relate AdS modes with LFWF was obtained by matching certain matrix elements (e.g. electromagnetic pion form factor) in two approachesstring theory in AdS and Light-Front QCD in Minkowski space-time, and the same ideas can be used to calculate generalized parton distributions (GPDs) [5] .
MESONIC PHENOMENOLOGY
Comparing mesonic form factors calculated in light front QCD and using AdS / CFT ideas, it is possible to obtain a relation between mesonic wave function (WF) and AdS modes (for details see [3, 4] ):
where A is a normalization constant, x is the light front momentum fraction, z = ζ and Φ(ζ ) is the solution of the Schrödinger equation
in z-dimension of AdS d+1 space-time with effective potential U J (z) depending on quadratic dilaton field. Here variable ζ is related to impact variable b ⊥ as
Extracting mesonic WF in impact space from (1) and performing a Fourier transformation we derive the mesonic WF in momentum space:
It is possible to extend this model in order to include massive quarks (m 1 and m 2 ), extending the kinetic energy of the two massless constituents by a mass term [2, 3, 4] :
Therefore, the meson WF with massive quarks in momentum space is
with
An additional extension we included extra terms in the effective potential, i.e U → U + U C + U HF , where U C and U HF are the contributions of the color Coulomb and hyperfine (HF) potentials. See further details and applications in [4] . Here, in Table 1 we just show results for masses of heavy-light mesons.
GENERALIZED PARTON DISTRIBUTIONS
We consider a matching of the nucleon electromagnetic form factors in two approaches [5] : we use sum rules derived in QCD [6] , which contain GPDs for valence quarks, and we also consider an expression obtained in the AdS/QCD soft-wall model [7] . As result of the matching we obtain the expressions for the nonforward parton densities H q v (x,t) = H q (x, 0,t) + H q (−x, 0,t) and E q v (x,t) = E q (x, 0,t) + E q (−x, 0,t) -flavor combinations of the GPDs (or valence GPDs), using information obtained on the AdS side:
Here q(x) and e q (x) are distribution functions given by: where the flavor couplings α q , β q and functions γ i (x) are written as
and
Expressions for the GPDs in terms of the AdS modes can be obtained using the LFH procedure of mapping, and are plotted in Fig 1 [5] . 
CONCLUSIONS
The AdS/CFT correspondence between Anti-de Sitter space and conformal gauge theory provides an analytically tractable approximation to QCD called light front holography. Matching certain matrix elements (e.g. electromagnetic pion form factor) in the two approaches -string theory in AdS and Light-Front QCD in Minkowski space-time, allow us to obtain light-front wavefunctions of mesons and GPDs of baryons, the fundamental entities which encode hadronic properties and allow the computation of some hadronic properties.
